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Welcome

Welcome to the Expert SEO System (or as it is affectionately called ESS) help
manual. 

A Little history.......In 2012 we developed a program called Page One Infiltrator

POI was is a piece of software developed wholly for the purpose of getting
pages and websites to rank #1 in the Search Engines. It did phenomenally well
and was received with great acclaim.

A full year has passed now since the first release of the software and we have
issued many updates. With over 3,500 user of POI we had a lot of feedback on
how we could improve the application. However the structure and core of POI
became a limiting factor in that development. So a whole new approach was
needed and we now have that in the Expert SEO System. 

ESS  is  a  complete  ground  up  rewrite  and  redesign.  It  is  vastly  more
customizable and is much more powerful than POI could ever be. It has been
long in development but we have worked tirelessly to get it into your hands.

We hope you like the new design and structure of the program, along with its
powerful customization features.

If  you have any trouble with  the software at  all,  or  need our  help with  a
specific problem relating to the software or the measurements it  uses then
please contact us at our help desk:-

http://expertSEOsystem.com/support

NOTE: To ensure that existing POI owners can easily transition to ESS we have
included a number of compatibilities. For instance the file structure and file
extensions remain the same so that you can easily find and open your existing
projects. You will be prompted to convert projects so you can have a seamless
transition from POI to ESS.
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Install ESS
Download the ESS installation program from the download page given to you in
your welcome email.  Open/Run the install file (ess*f.exe) and follow and 
agree to the prompts. When completed click finsih. If the final box is checked 
then ESS will open automatically.

Login

When you run the program the first thing you will need to do is Login. You will
need  to  enter  the  Username and SalesID,  that  you received  from us  in  a
separate email (From Expert SEO System), in order to Login. If you cannot see
it check spam/junk folder.

If you have POI already installed then you click the Import button and this will
take the settings automatically from that program and place them into ESS.

If you enter the incorrect details, you will be notified on screen.

If details are correct note the exact error message (email or sales ID)  and
ensure no leading or lagging spaces. Try copy/paste and try typing by hand.

That fixes almost every login issue :)
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Finding Your Login/Password

Your password was given to you when you first purchased this product/ It was
in the box just above the “Access Your Purchase” button.

If you did not record your login details then you can find them by going to your
email inbox (check trash/spam folders) and you will find the email entitled  

[WSO Purchase] Expert SEO System.

Click the link shown by the second red arrow below

and you will be taken to your product download page
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If an update is available it will display the following screen.

Click on the link provided and save the file when prompted to do so. Generally
default files will download to your “downloads” directory but your particular
settings a may be different.

Note  the  location  where  you have  download  the  update  file  and  use  your
Windows explorer to find the file and open or run it. The update file is called
ess*u.exe.
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Simply follow and accept the prompts. If prompted to allow the install program
to close the file then agree and continue.

When complete simply click finish and, if checked, ESS will automatically open
with your new updates installed. Re-login and continue.
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Plugin Check

Upon successful login, you will see the above screen. ESS is based on a system
of Plug-ins and this makes extending and adding new features of the software
as easy as dropping Plug-ins into the main Plugin folder/directory. If any of the
installed  Plug-ins  require  updating  then  the  “Update”  button  (blurred  out
above) will be enabled.

You will see the plug-in that requires updating, its currently installed version
and the version that is on the server. Clicking the Update button will start the
update process for all installed Plug-ins and each of the Plug-ins that require
updating will now download and auto-update.
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Main Screen

Once all Plug-ins have been checked, you will see the above screen. This is the
main screen for the Program.  This screenshot shows a number of recently
opened projects but the first time you see this screen it will be empty. Projects
will show as you create/open them (but more about that later). 

Before you can run successful projects you need to add the MOZ API 
keys. These API keys allow ESS to directly access link information at 
moz.com.  You can also add the Gtmetrix API keys which give you 
integrated access to Gtmetrix data via the TP Tools Button.

ADDING API KEYS
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Introduction
Some data that the Expert SEO System uses comes directly from 
leading SEO companies or other companies that are specialists in 
their own field. Many of these companies allow individuals to use 
their data, or parts of their data for free.

So that ESS can get all the data it needs to do a full analysis and 
comparison of your website it requires some API keys. These are 
your personal keys that allows you to legitimately pull this data 
directly from the companies web sites.

All these API keys are free to use as long as you register. Some 
APIs have “paid” options but ESS uses the free APIs. So if during 
registration you are asked for payment or credit card details the 
you are requesting the wrong API keys. Check the instructions 
below carefully to ensure you get the correct API keys.

Moz API

To get your MOZ API keys you need to sign up for a community 
account. It is completely free and only takes a couple of minutes.

To sign up for a community account use the following URL

https://moz.com/community/join

The sign up page will look similar to that shown below. Simply fill 
ion your username and a valid email address and add a password of
your choice and click “Create Account”
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If all details are OK you get the following screen telling you to 
check your email in-box for a confirmation email. If you cannot see 
your email then check your junk or spam folders.

Your email will be titled something like:

Moz      -     Let's get this party started: Activate your Moz account

Open that email and click the “Activate Your Account” button or 
link. That will open up a new browser window like the one below.
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Great, you are now all signed up. All you need to do now is grab 
your API keys.

To do that scroll right to bottom of the web page and click the “API”
link. On the next page select “Get Started” from the left hand 
navigation menu.

Or you can go directly to the page at  

https://moz.com/products/api/keys

One on that page scroll down to where you can generate your new 
API keys.
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Check the terms of service box and click “Generate Secret Key” 
button. You will now see two fields containing keys

The first is the Access ID. Note it starts with “member-”. This is part
of the key and must be included when you add it to ESS.

The second is the “Secret Key” .

When you have your ASPI keys enter then into ESS in the 
“Settings” tab. See end of this tutorial for more details on entering 
API keys in ESS.

GTmetrix API
To access your Gtmetrix API you will need a Gtmetrix free account.

Go to http://GTmetrix.com and click the “sign-Up” link at the top 
right of the page. A pop up window will give you a sign-up form. 
Complete the details in the form and click Create Account.
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You will now need to click the activation link that will be sent to 
your email inbox to complete the sign-up.

Now login-to http://GTmetrix.com and click the API option in the 
top menu bar. You will see a page similar to that shown below. Your
API will be displayed in the top left corner.

Please note that Gtmetrix uses your email address and a secret key
as the credentials. Both of these need adding to ESS in the 
“Settings” page

Adding API Keys To ESS

Your API keys need to be added to ESS. This is done at the 
“Settings” page. Access the settings page from the “settings” icon 
in the Project tab menu bar.

When in Settings you will see the options to enter your Moz and 
Gtmetrix API keys.
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Note that both require two keys. Ensure you add the correct key to 
the correct field.

Click “Accept” to save the new key information.

See screen shot below.

If you have any problems adding the API keys or the API keys not 
working then ensure you have added the keys correctly.

If see no data in your "Link Metrics" report the MOZ APO keys are 
probably invalid.

Tips. 
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1. Mozz Access ID key begins with “members-” make sure y0u 
include it. The key should be “members-” and a further 10 hex 
numbers (0-9/1-f.
2. The Moz secret key is 32 hex characters long
3. GTMetrix requires the email you registered your account with.
4. The Gtmetrix secret key is 32 hex characters long

Still having problems. Ensure you have no leading or lagging spaces
or spurious characters. Ensure the keys are the correct length as 
described above.

Try copy and pasting the key into notepad and then copying it again
(to get rid of any invisible code) and pasting in ESS.

Try deleting the current entry and re-adding it by typing in by hand.

If still not working (MOZ API) then try regenerating your secret key.

Go to the API page  http://moz.com/products/api/keys
and next to your secret key click the "Regenerate Secret Key" 
button. Add your new key into ESS.

As always if still stuck check the FAQ and raise a support ticket at 
the helpdesk. 

http://expertseosystem.com/blog/frequently-asked-questions/

With your API keys successfully installed you can 
continue with ESS to import or create a new project.
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There are 6 buttons and a number of tabs at the top depending on how many
Plug-ins you have installed. Currently in the screen above there are only two
plug-ins installed. 

 This button starts up a New   Project.

 This button Opens up an existing Project

 This buttons Saves the currently active Project and only becomes active
if a project is Open.

 This button Closes the currently active Project and only becomes active
if a project is Open.

 This buttons allows you to alter the Settings of the program. It is also
where  you  enter  any  account  information  that  is  required  for  the
program. Currently this is where you will enter your SEO Moz and  
GTmetrix API keys details.

 This buttons displays Help information about the program. It will link to
frequently  asked  questions  via  which  you  can  access  our  Help  Desk
where you can open a ticket if you need any assistance.

There is also a Clear button near the bottom of the screen. When you create a
new project or open an existing one, ESS remembers the file location and will
display  it  in  the  central  screen.  You can  open projects  directly  from here.
Clicking Clear will remove all remembered files and clear the window.

You will see the above has five project files that I have been using. You can
also see at the far right are  Open button icons. Clicking these will open the
project directly. This is just a quicker way of opening projects without clicking
the Open button in the top menu bar and searching for the project.

Of course you can use the Open button in the top menu bar and browse your
PC to find saved ESS files or even old POI files.
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ESS can also open projects that were created with the POI program. If you do
so, you will see the screen above. Due to their differences ESS can not use a
project directly created from the first ESS, however it can extract information
from it and convert it, so you do not need to re-enter it.

 Clicking this will Copy the project and leave the original alone. What it
will do is extract the required information from the old Project and create
a new ESS project directly from its contents.

 Clicking Yes will extract the information from the old Project and then
Delete it. This is not the option to chose if you still  wish to use the
project in POI for some reason.

 Clicking  No will cancel the dialog and close it, allowing you to either
create a New   Project or Open an existing one.
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New Project

The above screen is where you will  create your New Project. Here you will
enter the information required and click Create. ESS will then verify your URL
and ask you where to save your Project. It will automatically default to the
Main Directory and a default file-name of  your main keyword + country. You
can also click cancel and that will take you back to the Main Screen.

The  URL  you  enter  is  the  actual  web-page  that  you  wish  to  analyse  and
increase the search ranking for. This can be the main URL of your domain, for
example :-

http://www.learnreikihealing.com or it can be a sub page under the main URL,
for  example http://www.learnreikihealing.com/reikipractice/gassho-meditation
is a sub page. However you enter it, it has to be a valid URL and exist.

You next need to enter the Main Keyword that you are trying to rank for. This
can either be a short-tail keyword or a long-tail keyword. 
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It  is  important  to  understand  the  difference  between  primary(main)  and
additional keywords

Additional keywords are keywords that  Relate to the main keyword but you
are not necessarily targeting them directly. For example if my main keyword
was used cars then I might have used motors, cheap cars, cheap motors, etc.
Please note though that each Additional keyword must be on a separate line.
You can consider these keywords as LSI keywords. They will be compared to
the top 10 results of the primary keyword.

To perform a full SEO analysis of these keywords you will need to “create new
pages” and add them as the main keywords.

NOTE: If you add a long tail keyword as your main or primary keyword the ESS
will automatically break it up, singularize and add the individual keywords as
additional  keywords.  This  is  an  important  part  of  the  analysis  process.
Therefore do not add those manually. i.e. “learn reiki healing” will create learn,
reiki and healing as additional keywords.

Next you chose the Search Engine you wish to rank against and the Country.
There are 3 main Search Engines that ESS supports. These are Google, Yahoo
and Bing. The countries you can select depends solely on the Search Engine
you select. All SE supported countries are available.

Google has some specific search results know as Google maps, Google local or
local  listings.  These  are  the  bricks  and  mortar  businesses  that  are
geographically “local” to the actual searcher (or where he is searching for).
These are not true “natural” search results and can skew your SEO analysis.

If you do not wish to include the local listings in your results then having the
“Remove Local Listings” checked is highly recommended and this is the default.

If  you are targeting Google as your Search Engine in the United States of
America  then  you  can  have  the  option  of  Geo-Targeting  your  results.  This
allows  you to  enter  a  valid  US zip  code and have the software  pull  more
accurate results that reflect searches in that area.

You can now click the Create button and it verifies that your URL exists. If all
is OK you will be prompted to save your project.  At this point you can change
the default project name or the location you wish to save to. You will then see
something like the screen  shot below.
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Now click the ESS tab at the top of the window to select the main analysis
module. The ESS tab can be seen in the screen shot below. You can then click
the Start button inside the ESS Tab to begin building your report.
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ESS Tab Buttons
 This button allows you Add a Page to the main Project

 This button allows you Edit the Project, here you will see the Projects
contents and also be able to enter additional URLS to target against.

 This button Starts the actual processing of the Project.

 This button allows you to View the finished and processed report inside
the program. 

 This button allows to alter settings for each of the Units / Modules that
ESS uses to analyse your competition.

 This button contains Tools and useful links and programs that will help
you maintain your position in the Search Engine Rankings.

Clicking  the  Start button  on  the  ESS  tab will  actually  begin  the  main
processing and building of the report.

First it will perform a search query against the selected Search Engine using
your Main Keyword as the query itself. Then it will download the Top 10 pages
that were returned (or top 7 for 7-Results SERP). Occasionally individual pages
may not be accessible or readable and these will be removed from analysis.
This does not effect the overall analysis results. Once this is complete it will
start the actual analysis of the pages. This means that for each page that it
finds, ESS will process it against each of the Units/Modules that it currently
knows about and build the data.
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ESS Process / Build Report
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ESS View Report

Once your pages have been analysed you will see the screen above. On this
screen you will see a tree listing on the left hand side. This contains your Main
Keyword along with an extension that relates to your Search Engine and the
country you picked (in this case GUS, for Google US). This is called the Main
Node and below that  is  listed  the  individual  page  Main  Keyword that  you
targeted.

Clicking the Main Node you will see the above screen. This screen allows you
to pick and chose multiple Units/Modules to include in your final report, or you
can “Select All” to have all them included in the report.

NOTE: Checking “Generate Actionable Reports Only” will prepare to create a
report with only those modules where the results have been found to need
attention. This can reduce the size of your reports as it does not include those
modules where the results are all green.

Each Project can contain multiple targeted Keywords which are attached to
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Pages. Each targeted (main) Keyword must be unique as the keyword is used
as the index. At the top you can select which Main Keyword you wish to create
your final report on, select 1 or more Units to include inside the main report.
These  reports  contain  the  full  details  and  analysis  data  and  are  used  to
understand exactly what your web page needs to get better rankings.

You can also prepare for “Summary Reports”

Clicking a Main Keyword inside the tree listing gives you a screen similar to the
above.  This  a  quick  summary listing,  an overview if  you like,  of  the  main
report.

NOTE: In the tree view clicking the arrow to the left of a main keyword will
“drop down” all the modules under it.

In this view you will see a summary graph that can quickly tell how your web-
page is doing against the competition, which areas need improving (yellow)
and which you are really behind the competition in (red).

Below the graph is a quick textual summary of the advice suggested to bring
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your site in line with the top 10 results and improve your search rankings

Once you have  selected  the required  view you can  Click  Preview Export
Report will  take  you  to  the  report  viewer.  There  you  can  customize  and
generate a HTML and/or a PDF report (depending on your licence).

But before we look at creating the final reports we need to go through a few
other functions.

Clicking on any of the Units listed in the tree panel on the left results in a
screen similar to the above.

This allows you to preview details about the specific unit and check your data
against the competition without having to produce report. For example if you
know there is one area you need to adjust, or you need to find the advice of
what to do next then this is the area to look at.

It  will  show  you  a  colourized  breakdown  of  your  site  compared  to  your
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competition.   Each  unit  will  have  one  or  more  “measures”.  For  instance
“number of keywords found in the content title”. Each measure makes  two
comparisons between your site and the top 10 competitors.

1 Range: The Range is calculated as the lowest number (for any measure) of
your competition and the highest number of your competition. The software
then checks to see if the measure of your web-page falls between these two
values. If so, then you are marked as green. If you are above or below you are
marked as red which means it really needs improving. If you are marked as
Yellow then it is not necessarily a bad thing but certainly needs to be looked at
and  checked.  Each  comparison  will  be  accompanied  by  a  text  advice  and
explanation. 

Again clicking Preview Export Report will take you to the report previewer
where you can customize and create your final report. Obviously in this case
that report will be of just the unit selected.

Basically whatever you select or see in this view is what your final report will
contain.

ESS View Data
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The next function allows you to look at the raw or ultra detailed data for each
of the units/measures/comparisons. In fact you may already have noticed that
we can “drill down” at any point to get the next level of data or information.
This is the advantage of the new ESS core structure. If you click the tab “In-
depth Competition Details” you will  see that each URL is listed and can be
“opened” to reveal the core data. You can see that in the screenshot below.

ESS Add New Web Page To Project

Projects can be expanded by adding additional web pages. It makes sense to
use web pages from the same website so that you can keep a “related” set of
web pages in each project”. You can have the same web page multiple times if
you are targeting multiple keywords

If your site has a lot of pages you may want to beak sites down into multiple
projects. For instance based on categories.

Each new page will also have its main or targeted keyword. Remember that the
project is indexed on keywords so make sure each main keyword is unique.

By clicking add page you will  be presented with the above screen and can
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enter  the  details  for  your  new  web  page.  Again  you  can  add  additional
keywords and again if your main keyword is a long tail one then it will be split
down and the individual keyword added to the additional keywords list.

When new pages are added you will be prompted to either add more pages or
re-run the project to pull the new data for the added projects.

ESS Edit Project

If you wish to compare your web page against another competitor page, not in
the Top 10, then you can add that page here.

As you can see the top section lists general information about your currently
opened Project. It will list information such as :- Search Engine used, Country
selected, whether or not your are targeting local results and the amount of
current Pages it knows about.

Below that is a drop down box that lists all the Main Keywords that you are
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currently targeting in this Project. Remember, each Keyword is unique within
the Project and each Keyword will have a number of Pages to compare against.
Below this is a list of URLS for each of those Pages for the selected Keyword.

In order to target against another Page not in the Top 10 results, select the
Keyword to use and enter your new competitor URL in the Edit box provided. 

 This button adds the entered URL as a target page and then clears the
edit box, ready for another URL.

 This button cancels the Edit window and takes you back to the Main
screen.

 This button accepts all information entered into the Project and closes
the Edit window

If  you  have  already  built  your  Project  (i.e.  it  has  gone  through  the
Process/Build section of the program) and you click the Green accept button
then it will re-build the Project adding the information for the new URLS you
entered. Once finished you will be taken to the View Report window.

Report Preview

From any report view in ESS you can click the Preview Export Report button to
go to the report previewer.
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The report previewer will look similar to the screenshot below.
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This window will give a small Preview of what the final report will look like. Due
to the amount of customization and the ability to export anything from a single
Unit to multiple Units (even Summary Graphs) there is no single report that
fits all. Graphic customization will not display in the previewer this is a basic
previewer and may not reflect the exact content and quality of the final report

 This button exports your Report to either a single HTML file, or multiple
HTML files depending on the Report Settings.

 [Note:- Only available in Commercial edition] This button exports
your report to a PDF file.

 [Note:- Only available in Commercial edition] This button exports
your report to a XLSX file that is compatible with Microsoft Excel,  or
other similar Spreadsheet programs.

 This button allows you to see the page listing of the Report as small
images (thumbnails), allowing you to flick through the Preview quickly.

 This button sets the zoom level of the Preview Report only.

 [Note:- Only available in Commercial edition] This button opens up
the  Report  Settings window,  allowing  you  to  customize  your  final
report(s).
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Report Settings / Customization
[Note:- Only available in Commercial edition]

This is the main screen for the Report Settings. Using this window you can
customize  everything  from  PDF  Background  images,  the  main  PDF  Cover
Introduction,  right  through  to  selecting  the  Fonts  used  to  render  the
documents and the colour of the tables when listing the data from the Units.

Load This button allows you to load in any previously  Saved Report Setting
customizations. This means that you can now have different customizations for
different reports.

Save This button allows you to save the current Report Settings to a file, ready
for loading later on.

Accept This  button  applies  all  your  settings  to  the  Report  Preview window
ready for exporting to the required file. You will see a live view of most of the
settings  in  the  Report  Preview  window.  Report  Previewer  does  not  display
background images or image templates.
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Default This button resets all the customizations back to their default settings.

Cancel This button cancels all customizations you have entered and takes you
back to the Report Preview window.

In order to change the settings simply click the title bar to open the required
section.

Report Settings – PDF

Set PDF Cover Background
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This section allows you to add a background image to the PDF Cover when it is
exported. You can either select from a set of backgrounds including with the
program, or you can chose one of your own. This image is only displayed on
the actual cover page. There is a separate section for images that go over the
full report. This is where you can add your customized PDF report templates
for the PDF report cover.

Set PDF Cover Title

This section allows to edit the Title that appears on the Cover page of PDF.
Here you can enter your company name, personal name etc.

Set PDF Cover Introduction
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This sections allows to enter the snippet of text that will appear on the PDF
Cover page. You can use this to enter information about your company for
example, or your SEO services listings or “headline” etc.

Report Settings – General

Set Own PDF / HTML Backgrounds

This section (see above) allows you set a background that will cover the entire
report. This is an image that will appear on every single page apart from the
Cover page. Choose from existing backgrounds or select your own image to
upload. Smaller images will be repeated across the entire background so you
ensure any image you upload is OK for repeating or completely fills the report
page  (612px  by  850px).  This  is  where  you would  upload  your  PDF  report
templates for the main report body.

Replace Colors With Your Own

This sections (see above) allows to alter the color settings for the Tables (that
display the main data) and the fonts used in the report.
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Replace Fonts With Your Own

This section (see above) allows to change the Font styling that will appear in
the actual report. You can alter the Font Family, the Font Weight and the Font
Size. You will also see a small preview of what the font will look like before
applying it. You can also edit the font size. Some fonts are bigger/smaller than
others  so  you  can  change  the  font  size  to  ensure  that  text  is  correctly
displayed on the reports regardless of font.

HTML Export Options

This section only applies when exporting your Report to HTML. This allows you
customization of the actual HTML output. You can export the HTML as a single
page (default) or as a Tab section where each tab is a separate HTML file. You
can  also  change  the  HTML  header  section,  where  the  images  are  placed
(relative  to  the  main  document)  and  whether  or  not  to  have  transparent
backgrounds.

NOTE: PDF/HTML background will “interact” i.e. an image set for a PDF report
will  also  show  on  an  HTML  report.  However  PDF  and  HTML  reports  are
generated differently. Small repeat background images will work across both
PDF ad HTML reports but the full page PDF templates are only for PDF reports.
If  you  want  the  same  report  to  HTML  you  must  select  an  appropriate
background image specifically for the HTML report.
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Any issues with ESS then please open a support ticket after checking the FAQ
at http://expertseosystem.com/blog/frequently-asked-questions/   

The helpdesk is the fastest and best way to get support as it is continuously
monitored and allows us to monitor and manage your call  properly.  Forum
threads are not always monitored and emails can, and do, get lost.
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